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Presidents Report
Report kindly submitted by Mike Randell
Well another month has past, and the weather
has been reasonably kind to us.
The final of gliders is in November as well as
vintage, which has been keenly fought over,
with a bit of ribbing and banter.
There will a couple of changes to the wings
badge scheme and those fliers undertaking
the procedure.
There will be 2 examiners at this point there is
Tama Randell and Peter Vining, we are hoping
to get a mid week examiner as well, as Tama
can not make mid week.

Terry test flew his Lysander on Sunday, well
Tama did it was a hand full, first time I have
seen Tama worried, with a bit of tweaking, it
will look very nice in the air, and it has plenty of
grunt !!
The End of year prize giving and social is on the
29th Nov at the verdict as per my email, can
you get your names into Peter or myself.
The new electric fence is working well easy to
put down and put up, thanks to Len Ruby for
your work to get it up and running.
Well that’s me, See you at the field
Regards, Mike

We will be holding a workshop with local clubs,
and we will get a person to do the routine so
new fliers know what is required.

Forget self-driving cars this
plane landed itself.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/
travel/themes/
luxury/117043867/forget
-selfdriving-cars-thisplane-landed-itself
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From the Editors Desk
Linda Lambess, 115 Tiro Tiro Road, Levin.
Ph 06 2102910, 0212106139 — editors email
I, probably like you have no idea what
happened to October and I guess Christmas
will
come
even
quicker.

committee meeting minutes but these are
administration only, newsletters tell the real
story.

My dear old HP computer died mid month—
’Harry Potter’ has served me well and has been
superseded with ‘Mr P’. I was lucky that I did
not lose the hard drive, although I lost all my
pages parts—the little things that fill in the
spaces. Fortunately I have kept all the pages of
Servo Chatter as photos. Was surprised to
discover that there is 598 pages, making this
page 601.

Many thanks to Maurice Job for both the article
on his visit to the Tiger Moth 50th Spring Fly-in
and the articles for sale. Thanks also Phil for the
Vintage report and to Brad for the proof of the
eradication of some of the rabbits. Also to
Mike for his report.

Please remember that this publication not only
keeps our present club members informed,
several past members still enjoy receiving
copies along with aeromodellers from around
the area but it becomes the history of the club
and its activities. Clubs keep copies of their
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Please remember this is your club newsletter—it
is not stuff that I have found on the internet—
stuff that anyone can find.
Looking forward to summer arriving and maybe
some flying—don’t forget the photos to
editor@aeroneers.com
Happy Landings,
Linda
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- editor@aeroneers.com
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Aeroneers Vintage report
Thanks to Phil Pearpoint for this report.
A beautiful Spring morning for Vintage flying
saw 10 flyers compete the October Comp.
Good to see Maurice Job and Wayne Bilham
joining the fray and I’m pleased that there is
finally a model with LESS power than my gutless
OS 26 4 stroke to compete against!!
Although I’m told Wayne does intend to
repower the model...No hurry Wayne!!

Remember these are provisional year to date
with November still to run and your worst score
to be deducted.
Checking your own results from the year is
encouraged and submissions may be
allowed… I don't
drink coffee or
spirits… only TUI!
Philip

Ladderman suffered a broken leg on his
models undercarriage and withdrew from the
days flying.
An occasional little breeze 90 degrees to the
Vintage Year to Date
strip caught most out while attempting to Tama Randell
make the spot bonus, with only Bruce Mckay
Phil Pearpoint
gaining all 3 landing points which earned him
Greg Findon
first place on the day.
Mike Randell
With only the November com competition to Bruce McKay
go, Tama still leads, but not by a huge Bruce Woodfield
margin, and all three placings could go to a Flemming Ravn
number of flyers, especially once everyone has Peter Vining
their lowest score deducted.
Brad Pearpoint
Wayne Bilham
See you all for the final comp of the year on
Kevin Burrows
November 10th.
Maurice Job

3449
3268
3250
3121
2834
2768
2619
2206
1143
669
487
176

November Results
Bruce McKay

2.57 +20

2.57 +20 2.46 +20

580

1st

Phil Pearpoint

2.58 -

3.02 +20 2.57 +20

573

2nd

Tama Randell

2.53 +20

2.58 -

570

3rd

Mike Randell

2.56 -

2.58 +20 3.00 -

554

4th

Greg Findon

3.07 +20

3.02 -

3.05 -

546

5th

Flemming Ravn

3.05 -

2.52 -

3.06 +20

541

6th

Peter Vining

3.14 +20

3.08 + 20 2.26 -

524

7th

Wayne Bilham

1.58 +20

1.44 +20 DNF

322

8th

Maurice Job

3.04 -

DNF

176

9th

-

10th

Bruce Woodfield Broke down -

2.59 +20

DNF
-

Next
Vintage
Competition
10 November
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Tiger Moth Club Visit
Thanks to Maurice Job for this report.
Jill and I recently attended the Tiger Moth
Club of NZ’s 50th Spring Fly-In at
Taumarunui.
The
poor
weather
unfortunately limited both the number of
attendees and the activities for the
weekend which typically include “bomb
drop” and point landings plus aerobatics.
Attendees included four DH Chipmunks, a
Beaver, two Harvards, Cubs, a Cessna-195
and some others, plus 10-1/4 Tiger Moths.
I took my 25% size model which was well
received. It represents ZK-ANL which was
the last topdressing DH82 in New Zealand,
it has been restored with spray gear and
currently resides at Hood Aerodrome under
lease to SVAS. I took the opportunity to
photograph a couple of details which
needed attention. Unfortunately, despite
trying very hard, I just didn’t get to flying
readiness in time.
While assembling the model in a hangar, I
was watched closely by a number of pilots
including two who knew ANL well, plus
Jerry Chisum of Bridge Pa. Jerry was very
taken with the model, and this culminated
in a short flight in his and Jan’s beautiful
DH60G Gypsy Moth. This aircraft was flown
out from England by Jan’s father in 1934.
After a briefing on handling and such, I got
the opportunity to take the controls for
some gentle manoeuvres, after which Jerry
flew some mild aerobatics. I also took the
opportunity to get some detail photos,
Jerry, and my wife Jill are keen for me to
do a model of ZK-ADT.

All in all, a VERY happy Maurice
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Bits and Bobs

Philip and Bradley spent
an hour before Vintage
ridding the farm of
11 more little hole
diggers.
Thanks Bradley for the
photo.

Remember
to keep

batteries, fuel
electrics, and
foamies cool.

Check out our website for updates
on events, field conditions.
https://www.aeroneers.com/
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Angle of Incidence
From an Atwood Aviation, YouTube video

Angle of incidence of the wing and horizontal stabiliser as related to each other, the fuselage,
and flight envelope.
I have seen many people test fly a plane and say ‘wow, she needed a lot of up trim, that bird
sure is nose heavy”. But was that plane really nose heavy? Or, was it just a case of the wing or
stab incidence being incorrect as related to each other or the fuselage?
All aircraft flight examples are with the plane in level flight with the known centre of gravity
correct.

Here we have a plane travelling at
its targeted Cruise speed. The
planes Centre of Gravity is correct
and she needs no trim to fly level.

Here we have the plane
travelling slow. The planes
centre of gravity is correct
and she needs a higher trim
to fly level. The slower the
plane flys the less the wings
lift.

Here we have the plane
travelling fast. The planes
centre of gravity is correct
and she needs a negative
trim to fly level. The faster
the plane flys the more the
wings lift.
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Angle of Incidence
Here we have a plane where the
wing incidence is high. The planes
centre of gravity is correct and she
needs negative trim so she won’t
climb. Many test flying this plane
may think it is tail heavy.

High wing incidence
Visually, one looking at this
plane in flight may be
wanting to get the nose up
as she looks as if she is
diving. And when you slow
her down on landing, you
may end up with a high
angle of attack, or you feel
you can’t slow her down.
We take many visual clues
from what our planes look
like when in the air.

Here we have a plane
where the wing incidence
is low. The planes centre of
gravity is correct and she
needs up trim so she won’t
dive. Many test flying this
plane may think it is nose
heavy.

Low wing incidence
Visually, this plane looks like
it is climbing. You may also
get the feeling when you
slow her down that she
may stall.
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Angle of Incidence
On my first tests flight of my Emmaselle 1919, I had the wings incidence to low, while in flight my
spotter kept saying “get your nose down, she is going to stall”. In fact the plane was fine, but the
fuse made it look as if I had a very high angle of attack.

Here we have a plane where the
horizontal stabiliser incidence is
negative. The planes centre of
gravity is correct and she needs
negative trim so she won’t climb.
Many test flying this plane, may
think it is tail heavy.

Here we have a plane
where the horizontal
stabiliser incidence is high.
The planes centre of gravity
is correct and she needs up
trim so she won’t dive.

Many test flying this plane, may thing it is nose heavy.
Many builders will use the same incidence as the full scale aircraft and then wonder why the
plane is hard to trim out. I have noticed this a big deal on huge planes with light wing loads. A
giant B29 with a very light wing load may need less wing incidence than the full scale plane.

November 3
Final 2 Metre Glider
competitions for the year.
No results from October so I am guessing that
the score board shows close competition.

November 10
Final Vintage
competitions for the year.
With under 330 points between the top
4—its anyone’s award!
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Decals
Airbrush;
Paasche Model H single action.
Undercarriage;
Dubro, 60 size (new).
Undercarriage;
fibreglass 60 size.
Undercarriage;
40 size ali with 3” wheels .
Cowl;
fi-glass, round (radial style).
Wheels;
4.7”.
Wheels;
4” - foam.
Props;
3 orange, GWS.
Air line;
Badger flexi line.
Power Panel,
Texson field panel.
Goldberg retract legs.
Props;
Master 7*6, APC 7*5, 1 of ea
Plan;
Cessna Bird Dog, 1220 span.

$50
$15
$10
$10
$10
$5
$5
$5
$15

Water slide
transfer
Simple to apply

A6 sheet — $5.00
2 — large 6 cm decals
3 — medium 4 cm decals
5 — small 2.5 cm decals

A4 sheet — $10.00
6 — large 7.5 cm decals
5 — medium 5 cm decals
23 — small 2.5 cm decals

Order from Flemming Ravn,
ravnf@outlook.com
Collect at flying field.

$10
$10
$3
$10

Call or TXT; Maurice Job, 021670689

December
1 December - November Servo Chatter

November

1 December - 2 metre gliders
8 December - Tomboy and vintage

3 November - 2 metre gliders
10 November - Tomboy and vintage

15 December - Radian, cub and scale
22 December - Assassin and combat
25 December - Have a wonderful day with
family and friends.

17 November - Radian, cub and scale
24 November - Assassin and combat

29 December 1 January—Happy New Year

29 November—Christmas dinner
30 November - Deadline Servo Chatter

4 January - Deadline January Servo Chatter

1 November - November Servo Chatter
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Events— local and out of town

Large Model
Events
New Plymouth MAC
9th & 10 November
2019

Steve Blackman
shb@xtra.co.nz
Non-members and turbine
powered aircraft are
welcome.
Event fees are:
Members $10
Non-members $20
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Palmerston North Aeroneers
Important information
.
Club Web-

Club address—club no longer has a P.O. Box number

site: www.aeroneers.com

The Committee

Annual Club Subscriptions

President:
Mike Randell
president@aeroneers.com
Vice President:
Rene Redmond
Phone 021 2452729
vicepresident@aeroneers.com
Treasurer:
Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363
treasurer@aeroneers.com
Secretary
Bruce Withell
Phone 358 3202
secretary@aeroneers.com
Club Captain:
Geoff Hall
Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com
Webmaster:
Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363
Servo Chatter Editor
and Website Updates
Linda Lambess - Phone 06 2102910, 021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com
Committee:
Phil Pearpoint - Phone 06 323 9093
Hamish Loveridge –Phone 027 460 3848
Len Ruby
Peter Vining - Phone 027 443 2378
Barry Parker
The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every
care is taken to ensure accuracy, but the club will not be
responsible for the content of advertisements or any material
contained therein. The editor reserves the right of publication.

Senior Membership $88 NZMAA affiliation + $72
club membership = $160
Family Membership $93 NZMAA affiliation + $72
club membership = $165
Junior (under 18) $25 NZMAA affiliation + $20 club
membership = $45
Associate $40
Associate Flying $72
MFW Associate $25 + $25 club sub +$50
Subs are per annum.
Please pay any committee member or online to
Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00 Palmerston
North Aeroneers. Don’t forget to include your
name in the details box.
Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise
Tama of your payment.
You need to be a paid member to fly at the
club airfield.
The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the
NZMAA prior to March 31 to ensure all club
members are covered by the MFNZ public liability
insurance.

